Solving mission-critical problems in the tools used every day

Our partner integrations help technical workers stay within the tools they use and rely on every day to easily and quickly find answers to solve problems and get back to work faster.

How it works

Imagine tapping into your collective company knowledge within Slack without disrupting a team member or wasting time sifting through unrelated threads.

The Slack integration with Stack Overflow for Teams empowers team members to find information without leaving their current workstreams.

Find out more at stackoverflow.com/teams
Why companies use **Stack Overflow for Teams** alongside Slack.

We take the best parts of instant chat tools like in-the-moment collaboration and tapping subject matter experts and take it one step further. Simply put, we’re the best way for an organization to store and share information.

### Intelligent Search

We power our search with tags and keywords so team members can find answers that are most relevant to their question.

### Up-to-date information

Answers have prominent timestamps and are easily editable so team members can trust that the answers they find are the most up to date and accurate.

### Integrated workflows

All answers live in one central source of knowledge and that feeds into developers’ existing workflows, like Slack. Developers don’t have to break their stride to search multiple sources or tools for an answer.

---

"We know developers are important, they’re expensive, and we want to make sure we’re maximizing their value."

Developer services manager
Finance

---

Find out more at stackoverflow.com/teams
Finding information in **Slack** versus **Stack Overflow for Teams**

**Slack search**

![Slack search interface](image)

**Stack Overflow for Teams search**

![Stack Overflow for Teams search interface](image)

**What’s the difference?**

**Slack** is a chat tool for team members across the organization to stay in touch with one another. A great replacement for the phone for quick conversations.

**Stack Overflow for Teams** is a central source of knowledge. Critical information needed for team members to do their jobs is kept here and updated as the information evolves. An easy-to-use way to learn everything needed to do a job… and do it well.

Find out more at [stackoverflow.com/teams](http://stackoverflow.com/teams)